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Abstract. The polyhedron material is still difficult to be understood by junior high school students. Various errors 

encountered when they were doing spatial visualization. This research aims to describe the ability of spatial 

visualization the process of visual thinking on polyhedron material. The research subjects were 9th graders (one of 

highly and one of moderate skilled) selected by using mathematical ability  tests, in the research low ability not 

included because basically researchers only want to know the achievement of the subject when doing spatial 

visualization in visual thinking to accordance with predetermined indicators, so that required students who can be able 

to describe commutatively and have value in accordance with the value of mastery. Each subject was given TKSV 

(spatial visualization ability test) and then interviewed based on the answers written on the test. The results showed 

that subjects had difficulty in performing spatial visualization. This is because the subject does not know how the steps 

of visual thinking. A highly capable subject looks hesitant and the moderate  is visibly confused when answering the 

spatial visualization test. Semi-structured interview was conducted after they subjects completed spatial visualization 

ability tests. It aims to identify and explore  important information from the subject of how the steps during they were 

doing the test. By providing an overview of the steps in visual thinking during semi-structured interviews, subjects 

can minimize errors so as to assist them in doing the spatial visualization test better, It can illustrate the steps of visual 

thinking, and then the spatial visualization ability of students in polyhedron material may increase. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Visualization is very important in creating three-dimensional objects or creating two-dimensional objects, 

which often have to be described clearly before it built. Ethnographic study of an intensive high school art program 

by Hetland, et al [1].  found that “Visualization is one of eight habits of mind that are taught in visual arts studio 

classes”. Andersen [2] also points out visualization that “The ability to apprehend a spatial form, object, or scene 

and match it with another object, form, or scene with the requirement to rotate it (one or more times) in two or 

three dimensions.”  

Spatial ability is not only a single construction but also consists of several separate abilities. Hegarty & Waller 

[3] reveal that “... consists of three subcategories: spatial visualization, mental rotation, and spatial perception ...“. 

Spatial visualization involves the manipulation of complex and gradual information from spatially presented 

information. Then Mohler [4] also identifies three main factors of the spatial ability: “Mental rotation was defined 

as the ability to recognize an object if moved to different orientations or angles. Spatial visualization was the 

ability to recognize the part of an object if they were moving or displaced from their original position. Spatial 

perception emerged as the ability to use one’s body orientation to relate to questions regarding spatial 

orientations." Moreover, Ryu [5] affirms that the classification of spatial visualization capabilities classified by 

McGee below: 1) Ability to visualize a configuration in which there is movement among its parts; 2) Ability to 

comprehend imaginary movements in three dimensions, and the manipulate objects in the imagination 3) Ability 

to manipulate or transform the image of a spatial pattern into other arrangement. 

      Mange [6] states that Visual thinking is termed as -  spatial thinking / pictorial / right brain thinking and 

learning that happens with visual information processing. The visual memory is based on the object being analyzed 

and the information being memorized as visuals, graphics, images etc. The brain thinks in a defined cognitive 
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pattern and needs to be stimulated to make it work by challenging / efficiently / creatively. Bolton [7] explains 

that visual thinking is a process of formulating and linking ideas and discovering new patterns that arose. Visual 

thinking is an iteration process that uses artificial models and sketches to help develop ideas and concepts both 

quantitatively and qualitatively. 

Visual thinking is an early activity of visualization. Some statements, among others, revealed by Stoke [8] that 

“Visual thinking or also called the visual thinking is ability to transform information into images or other forms 

that can help communicate.” In overcoming the difficulty (gap) takes time with the learning process, experience 

by using exercise and assistance in learning by teachers (scaffolding). The use of structured concrete or real 

material is essential for securing such relationships, not only at the beginning of the basic concepts, but also during 

the stages of developing high-level concepts of mathematics. Students need special guidance and assistance with 

various forms of visual thinking representation. Gardner [9] states that“Visual arts are a domain that relies heavily 

on visual-spatial thinking." Therefore, that students who gain training in the visual arts may be able to apply their 

visualization skills to support their mathematical and scientific thinking as well. The process of visual thinking 

requires several stages. Roam [10] in his book entitled The Back of The Napkin Solving Problem and Selling Ideas 

with Pictures illustrates the visual thinking process includes "Looking is a semi-passive process where we get a 

sense of what’s going on in our environment. Seeing is the activity of categorizing and interpreting the input of 

our looking process. Imagining is the art of the possible: It’s imaging future possibilities and envisioning creative 

outcomes. And finally Showing is taking our creative output and presenting it in a way." 

This study refers to the conversion according to Ratumanan & Laurens [11], but the researcher as themain 

instrument only takes three categories of abilities, namely high, moderate, and low. But used in this research only 

on highly and moderate skilled, to categorize the mathematical ability used conversion value 0-100. The maximum 

score of mathematics ability test is 100. The category of students' math ability level as follows.  
 

Table 1 Categories groups of mathematical ability 

Capability Category 
Score 

low 

moderate 

high 

0  ≤ x ˂ 55 

55 ≤  x ˂ 75 

75 ≤ x ≤ 100 

 

Subject taking in each group was selected with the following conditions: Subjects with low math ability 

were selected of students who scored 0 ≤ x ˂ 55, but for low mathematics skills were not used. Subjects with 

moderate math ability of being selected one student who scored 55 ≤ x ˂ 75, then subjects with high math ability 

selected one student who scored 75 ≤ x ≤ 100. 

  

 

METHOD 
 

This study uses a descriptive approach which aims to describe the ability of spatial visualization through the 

process of visual thinking of students, with research questions: how the spatial visualization of junior high school 

students in visual thinking proces review of the ability of high and medium mathematics? Then, one class is 

selected to take math skills test. Based on the test results, just choose the one of highly and one of moderate skilled,  

first grade high school students were selected as research subjects and low ability not included because basically 

researchers only want to know the achievement of the subject when doing spatial visualization in visual thinking 

to accordance with predetermined indicators, so that required students who can be able to describe commutatively 

and have value in accordance with the value of mastery. They have varying mathematical abilities. Subsequently 

subjects were tested for spatial visualization ability (TKVS) by create a 3-dimensional image made from a 2-

dimensional shape with visual thinking process to know the ability of spatial visualization, both subjects were 

given the same problem and then interviewed how the subject in spatial visualization at the process of visual 

thinking on the given problem to be resolved. To know level of consistency and to assure it as representing the 

whole subjects of high and moderate mathematics ability, the researchers conducted triangulation, by giving 

TKVS 2 equivalent to TKVS 1 at different times. The data obtained were analyzed and categorized based on 

students' spatial visualization abilities. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In answering research questions, the following findings relate to spatial visualization abilities in the visual 

thinking of building a polyhedron side space matter. The problem used in this study is as follows: Make the 

appropriate builds formed from the nets below! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results of data analysis show that the subjects with high mathematics abbreviated as ST and medium 

ability subjects (SS) to perform the process or visual thinking activities that have stages such as looking, seeing, 

imagining, and showing. Each of the stages of visual thinking has a component of spatial visualization capabilities 

in which the components are image, manipulate, rotate in TKVS 1 and for triangulation in TKVS 2. 

1. Looking and Seeing Stage 

Subjects with high ability math skills (ST) in the stage of looking and seeing have components in the same 

spatial image visualization, the ST do not get constraints or problems in this stage and in the stage of seeing, 

ST is very familiar with the images that have been given theb get image of a strategy or step in solving 

problems that exist in the matter. For subjects with moderate ability math skill (SS) in the looking stage do not 

get constrained when looking at the image, but at the stage of seeing, the SS is a bit remembered about the 

object being viewed for it to further recognizing the image. 

2. Imagining Stage 

For the imagining stage, it includes all components of spatial visualization such as the image, manipulate, 

rotate on TKVS 1 and TKVS 2. 

a. Imagining Component of Image Stage 

ST in visual thinking in the imagining stages  image component. In this stage, ST imagines how the 

appropriate steps to solve the problem in image, where the command in the question to get the changes 

that will be in the form of the whole object of information obtained from the stage looking and seeing, then 

ST immediately imagine the steps that will be done to find how the form changes in the image. For the SS 

in visual thinking on the imagining stage of the image component is not as fast as imagining how the step 

in solving the problem in the image, because in the stage of seeing had happened a little problem on the 

imagine component. In contrast to the ST when familiar with the image immediately imagine in their 

memory and imagine the imagined image, it is done on TKVS 1 and TKVS 2. 

b. Imagining of Manipulate Components Stage 

At the imagining stage in visual thinking on the manipulate component, the meaning imagines has been 

seen and known to change the shape from 2 dimensional to 3-dimensional form. At this stage, ST 

immediately imagine to determine which as the focal point or pattern of the image is appropriate to change 

the shape of the nets to the form of polyhedron, by obtaining the appropriate pattern ST changes the 

appropriate shape of the pattern that has been determined. 

For the SS in contrast to ST, at this stage the SS does not imagine to determine the pattern or the central 

point in the beginning but what was done is to imagine immediately how imaginative at the stage looking 

and imagining it and imagine the direct form of the pattern in part-section, on other words ST does not get 

the base of the center point as the initial pedestal to change the shape from two dimensions to three 

dimensions in their minds but he envisages to change the form one by one. 

c. Imagining of Rotate Component Stage 

The imagining step in visual thinking in the rotate component, the meaning is imagining appropriate pattern 

or image by rotating or changing the position of the image or viewing the object from a different point of 

view by imagining the pattern or image after going through the stages of seeing. After knowing the previous 

image, then ST manipulating the image up to the rotation stage, at this stage ST has found a suitable pattern 

on the picture before the imagining stage. In the rotation stage, ST imaginary to alter the position in making 

object and imagine to see the shape from a different position, this is to ensure that imagined imagining is 

TKVS 1 TKVS 2 
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appropriate when changing the position, in the image tested on the ST imagine see component and 

understand the problem with looking at the problem from the front, but on the rotate component ST already 

recognize the image and imagine the image from the side, by turning it 90 degrees from the left and rotate 

90 degrees from the right so he imagines getting a picture of a different direction when the image is shaped 

in 2 dimensional and make it easier to get the picture into form of 3 dimensional. 

For the SS that was not familiar yet with the image and the component image did not find the center of 

the pattern in the image, so imagine one by one the appropriate pattern to form the desired, then at the 

rotate stage SS imagine the same way with ST but not complex as imagine rotate the image is 90 degrees 

just from the left, does not rotate it from the right direction as ST does. 

3. Showing Stage 

a. Showing the Manipulate Component Stages 

The purpose of this stage is to show what was done in the imagining stage on the manipulate component, 

the imagining stage is still in the shadow but this stage shows what was done in the imagining stage of the 

manipulate component. After imagining the image formed from 2 dimensional to 3-dimensional form, on 

imagining stage, ST then showing what was imagined its shadow, armed with the imagining stage shows 

the focal point on the initial pattern which as the center to convert the image into 3 dimensional form. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

ST describes the changing the shape of the Polyhedron from the front and make it easier because it has 

found the center point as a folding pedestal. For the SS after imagining the image formed from 2 dimensions 

to the 3-dimensional form on the imagining stage, then showing what is in the imagination, unlike ST 

indicates the center point, the SS does not specify the center point, but directly draw the shape from 2 

dimensions to the form of 3-dimensions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The SS describes the changing of shape according to ST but manipulated from the side, unlike the ST, the 

SS requires a strong enough thought for this step because it does not get the center point as a folding 

pedestal. 

b. Showing Rotate Component Stage 

This stage shows what has been envisioned at the time of rotating the image, then described and shown 

concrete evidence of what was done on the previous stages. ST at this stage rotates the image form 90 

degrees to the right. After rotating the image from the right then rotating it back to the original position 

and rotating back 90 degrees to the left, ST said why he rotated the image 90 degrees from the right and 

90 degrees to the left, because to make sure when changing the shape of the image from 2-dimension to 3-

dimension whether left side and right side were same.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Convert the image 2 dimension to 

3 dimension TKVS 2 

Figure 1. Convert the image 2 dimension to 3 

dimension TKVS 1 

Figure 2. Polyhedron SS Answers TKVS 1 Figure 2. Polyhedron SS Answers TKVS 2 
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After changing the shape of the geometry, the form of 3-dimension and seen from the left side like a ladder 

equal to the right side look as the same. 

SS at this stage only rotates the image 90 degrees only from the left, without rotate 90 degrees from the 

right, so that the SS only finds a suitable polyhedron that changes the 3-dimensional shape, the image 

obtained in the SS as the image on the manipulate component just describes from the left, does not get the 

shape of geometry from the right side, SS does not show the stage when producing the appropriate image 

according to him. SS gives a direct picture of the different directions, this SS directly rotates the image 

from the image that has been manipulated before. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

In spatial visualization of polyhedron, students perform various ways during the ability of spatial 

visualization in visual thinking process to support the conclusions taken. It also happened on 2 students of junior 

high school grade IX with different math ability. Both students did the ablilit of spatial visualization in process of 

visual thinking in different ways. Students with high math skills when visualizing spatial images were not find 

the heavy obstacles to complete the image through the visual thinking stage. While students who were capable of 

mathematics were getting a bit of a constraint, although the result was true, but not as fast to find a pattern as a 

pedestal on the image. However, there was a difference between students with high math skills and moderate-

ability students was the question on the process of visual thinking stage to see component of image. High-ability 

students were familiar enough with the picture, but the students who have moderate ability were not very familiar 

with the image given in the question. Thus, raising the direction of different questions, but the question still refers 

to the spatial visualization ability in process of visual thinking. 
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